Security Engineer
Prepaid Technologies, headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama, is a fast-growing fintech company that is digitizing
business payments by deploying operationally excellent, on-demand, prepaid solutions for a variety of applications
and verticals. We have an opportunity for a Security Engineer to work with the engineering team supporting goals
and objectives by addressing escalations, and the evaluation of technology controls providing key insight and
research in new threats, vulnerabilities, and mitigation techniques. In this role, the Security Engineer will support
solutions to improve or reduce risk exposure from the overall threat landscape and improve the resilience and
readiness of security technologies and processes which ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the
organization's assets, information, data, and IT services in an efficient manner. You will gain valuable professional
experience working with cutting edge cloud technology and distributed systems alongside engineers with a wealth
of experience to share. This is an exciting opportunity to learn while playing a role in critical initiatives at Prepaid
Technologies.
PT’s Security Engineer responsibilities include:
1. Participate in security incident response plans and cyber forensic investigations
2. Support the development of comprehensive incident reports and investigation summaries
3. Develop and collect intelligence to proactively detect and identify high-confidence threats to the Prepaid
Technologies, service infrastructure and enterprise users and systems.
4. Assist with troubleshooting support related to any issues which may arise from security detection or protection
technologies
5. Review existing tools, applications, and processes to help strengthen and optimize current security capabilities,
as well as identifying any gaps or technical solutions
6. Communicate problems and solutions verbally and in written form to peers and management
7. Solve problems by collaborating across multiple teams
8. Help achieve compliance, identify compliance initiatives, and promote appropriate security policies
9. Have a passion for learning and applying technology to solve real-world problems
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
• General knowledge of threat intelligence
• General knowledge of network and systems forensics
• Ability to identify vulnerabilities in networks, systems and applications
• Knowledge of Intrusion Prevention Systems, Proxy Servers, Security Event Managers, VPNs
• Knowledge of web application technologies (HTML, JavaScript, etc.)
• Ability to identify and analyze malicious code negatively impacting the business
• Understanding of the business and the ability to assess and address risk
• Consistently makes safety and security, of self and others, the priority
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
• 0-2 years of professional experience, education or training in Information Security, Governance, Risk
Compliance, or Security Engineering
• Experience with Azure cloud security is preferred
OUR CULTURE
The unique culture at Prepaid Technologies is hard to beat, where innovation and a hard-working
environment go hand-in-hand with a casual and fun atmosphere. We promote an energetic and teamoriented workplace where collaboration and a results-driven attitude is key to our success.
OUR CORE VALUES
• We look for Solutions and ask “Why Not?”
• We are Nimble and Creative and use those strengths to Innovate
• We embrace and leverage Technology
• We have Passion for our work and our customers
• We row together with Respect for everyone we work with
• We have Fun – life is short

OUR BENEFITS
Prepaid Technologies, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer and provides a competitive,
comprehensive compensation package for full-time employees.
Working at Prepaid Technologies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility, honesty, trustworthy and caring
Paid vacation
Competitive compensation
Rapidly growing small business
Casual, but energetic work environment
Employee benefits plan
401K program with company match

